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AI ENABLED SOFTWARE TO AUTOMATE THE MANAGEMENT OF GROUPS



We believe that great events 
profoundly & positively
impact the world.
Which is why it is our goal to simplify bringing people together! We are achieving our goal by providing 
a truly end-to-end event housing solution for Meeting & Event Planners, from online group guest reser-
vations, to detailed reporting giving Planners what they need, when they need it. Whether it is a simple 
meeting bringing 100 industry professionals together, or a citywide event across multiple hotels for thou-
sands of guests to attend a global association conference, Idem’s powerful and secure event housing 
software will save you time and help generate more profitable events.

WEB & MOBILE GROUP BOOKING

Customized guest reservations websites for every group allow 
your guests to process their reservations online within the con-
tracted block at your negotiated rates. Whether by mobile, tablet 
or website, it’s faster, easier and improves the guests experience.

SECURE ROOMING LISTS

Artificial Intelligence enabled Rooming List import uploads your 
list in less time, with less risk, at a much lower cost per reservation 
than with manual processes. Your rooming lists are transferred 
securely to the hotel, not over the public internet.

CITYWIDE EVENTS

Large Events are our specialty! IDEM provides one-stop online 
booking of rooms across one or many hotels, no matter the size of 
the event. Easily create multiple attendee types with their individ-
ual reservation links, VIP’s, and Delegates.

INCREASED BLOCK PICKUP & COMMISSION

By providing a personalised event booking website you’ll enjoy 
greater pickup inside the group block because all hotel informa-
tion is easily accessible in one place. Your attendees are less likely 
to book around your block and search for other options. Moreover, 
track real time performance and post event reports to assess the 
true value of your commissions.

TRUSTED 
By Innovators Worldwide

BOOK YOUR FREE DEMO NOW AT WWW.IDEMHOSPITALITY.COM




